Effect of Heparin on Protein Aggregation: Inhibition versus Promotion
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ABSTRACT: The effect of heparin on both native and denatured protein aggregation was investigated by turbidimetry and dynamic light scattering (DLS). Turbidimetric data show that heparin is capable of inhibiting and reversing the native aggregation of bovine serum albumin (BSA), β-lactoglobulin (BLG), and Zn-insulin at a pH near pI and at low ionic strength; however, the results vary with regard to the range of pH, I, and protein–heparin stoichiometry required to achieve these effects. The kinetics of this process were studied to determine the mechanism by which interaction with heparin could result in inhibition or reversal of native protein aggregates. For each protein, the binding of heparin to distinctive intermediate aggregates formed at different times in the aggregation process dictates the outcome of complexation. This differential binding was explained by changes in the affinity of a given protein for heparin, partly due to the effects of protein charge anisotropy as visualized by electrostatic modeling. The heparin effect can be further extended to include inhibition of denaturing protein aggregation, as seen from the kinetics of BLG aggregation under conditions of thermally induced unfolding with and without heparin.

INTRODUCTION

Heparin has been shown to inhibit protein aggregation both in vivo and in vitro, but there are also reports of the opposite effect. This is because heparin–protein complexes differ in many ways from the species formed by interaction of proteins with a variety of low MW aggregation inhibitors. The various mechanisms proposed in those cases are largely irrelevant to inhibition by polyelectrolytes such as heparin with regard to the conditions for complexation and the properties of the complexes. As a result, heparin may enter into the aggregation pathway in ways that differ from other aggregation inhibitors. An examination of the way in which the effect of heparin depends on aggregation mechanism could help resolve the contradictory literature.

The undesirable consequences of protein aggregation in many areas, for example, protein crystallography, bioprocessing, and pharmacology have led to investigation of many anti-aggregation agents. Unique among these is heparin whose effects on protein aggregation have been studied for many protein systems in vivo and in vitro, the latter encompassing a wide range of solution conditions. Heparin is able to reverse Zn-insulin aggregation, can decrease temperature-induced aggregation of recombinant human keratinocyte growth factor (rhKGF), and acts as a refolding agent (aggregation of recombinant human keratinocyte growth factor). This di
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include also (1) binding of heparin to soluble aggregates of native or unfolded proteins, (2) the formation of coacervates (liquid—liquid phase separation) from such aggregates, and (3) formation of protein—heparin precipitate (either by transition from coacervate or by flocculation). Only the binding of heparin to native proteins or to soluble aggregates can be considered aggregation inhibition, but the last two can lead to changes in turbidity, complicating interpretation of typical observations. These processes are electrostatically modulated in different ways. Protein—PE interactions in general diminish with ionic strength, $I$, and increase with PE linear charge density and opposing protein charge (in particular, the charge of the protein domain to which PE binds). Subsequently, $pH$, controlling the last parameter, influences not only binding affinity, but also complex net charge (which in turn controls complex solubility). Thus, the final result is that turbidimetry, the usual probe of protein aggregation, becomes highly sensitive to solution conditions and stoichiometry, one way in which reports about heparin’s role in aggregation can appear to contradict each other.

The antiaggregative properties of the polyelectrolyte heparin result from its ability to complex the native states of proteins and so compete with self-aggregation. The point at which heparin enters the aggregation process is reflected in the terms “inhibition”, “suppression”, and “reversal”, sometimes used synonymously in the protein aggregation literature. “Inhibition” is best used to describe a preaggregation effect, which diverts proteins from the aggregation pathway; in the case of heparin, this involves decreasing or eliminating interactions of proteins that are heparin-bound. “Suppression” on the other hand should refer to the reduction of the protein aggregation rate; in the case of heparin binding, this occurs by reduction in the concentration of free protein. “Reversal” suggests resolubilization of aggregates; in the case of heparin, this arises from the ability of heparin chains to take aggregates apart. The different meanings of these three words indicate that aggregation can proceed through multiple intermediates, different agents interacting with the aggregate itself or its various precursors. Because heparin can interact with different aggregation precursors and intermediates, elucidation of the effect of heparin requires an understanding of the molecular mechanism of protein aggregation. For native state aggregation, self-association of folded proteins is mediated by electrostatic effects. While the diminution of electrostatic repulsion at pl is relevant, electrostatic attraction at pl, due to charge anisotropy, can drive “isoelectric precipitation”, as demonstrated by increased solubility with added salt, and aggregation maxima near but not at the pl. The more frequently studied case of partially unfolded proteins involves fibrils that are typically characterized by the stacking of $\beta$-sheet structures. Such unfolding aggregation can be induced by heat, extremes of pH, cosolvents, and agitation, with many of these processes involving the exposure of hydrophobic surfaces. For both native and unfolded states, the mechanisms of protein aggregation may include (1) simple growth, in which proteins oligomerize (including dimer, trimer, etc.) in a manner independent of the size of these oligomers, (2) monomer—cluster aggregation or “growth”, the addition of individual proteins to preformed protein aggregate, (3) cluster—cluster aggregation, in which aggregates of any size can combine, with no sequential addition of monomer units, and (4) nucleation controlled aggregation in which sequential monomer addition takes place only after the cooperative formation of a cluster (nucleus). The exact way in which inhibitors of protein aggregation affect one or more of these processes is often unknown. Our objective here is to investigate the relationship between the mechanism of protein aggregation and its inhibition by heparin.

In this work, we investigate the pH-induced aggregation of three well-studied model proteins under conditions in which the native state proteins are known to form soluble complexes with heparin. The three proteins chosen for this study are bovine serum albumin (BSA), $\beta$-lactoglobulin (BLG), and Zn—insulin. BSA is a well-characterized monomeric protein that forms an equilibrium dimer. Insulin, pharmaceutically formulated as the Zn hexamer, is also frequently used as a model for protein fibrillogenesis; we find no difference between ambient and physiological temperature. BLG, which forms a dimer under the conditions studied, represents the most intensively studied aggregating protein because of its importance in the dairy industry, particularly at elevated temperature, for which reason we use it to study the effect of heparin on thermal aggregation. Aggregation is followed by dynamic light scattering and turbidity at conditions of pH, ionic strength, and stoichiometry, compatible with both equilibrium heparin complexation and appropriate rates of aggregation. DelPhi electrostatic potential modeling facilitates interpretation of the effects of those variables. The results are organized as follows: (1) native state aggregation is reported for BSA, BLG, and Zn—insulin, and the results are discussed in terms of probable aggregation mechanisms; (2) companion studies in the presence of heparin are presented, and those results are contrasted and interpreted vis-à-vis the different mechanisms inferred in the first section; (3) a similar approach is applied for BLG under conditions of thermal denaturation with its potentially more complex set of intermediates.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. Bovine serum albumin (BSA, 68 kDa, pl = 4.9) with total free acid content $\leq 1.2$ mg/g was purchased from Roche Diagnostics (>95%, electrophoretically homogeneous, Indianapolis, IN). Purified bovine $\beta$-lactoglobulin (BLG, 18 kDa, pl = 5.2) was a gift from C. Schmitt (Nestle, Lausanne; >97%, batch number: JE 001-8415). Zn—insulin (14.8 kDa, pl = 5.3) was a gift from Eli Lilly Corp. Heparin (nominal MW 14 kDa) was purchased from Sigma (Catalog No. H3393, Lot B53104). NaCl, sodium phosphate (monobasic), and standard NaOH and HCl solutions were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Milli-Q water was used in all sample preparation.

Turbidimetric Titrations. Solutions of BSA or BLG were prepared at the desired concentration of NaCl (5–10 mM) and pH (3–3.5 or pH 9–10, depending on the direction of pH change in subsequent pH titration) and filtered (0.22 mm Millipore). Zn—insulin solution was prepared in phosphate (10 or 30 mM) at pH 9 and filtered. Turbidimetric titration was carried out by the addition of either 0.1 N NaOH, 0.1 N HCl (for BSA and BLG), or 1 N HCl (for insulin) to a total solution volume of 10.0 mL with stirring and simultaneous monitoring of pH and transmittance. pH was measured with a Corning 240 pH meter. Transmittance of BSA solutions was measured using a Brinkmann PC 800 colorimeter equipped with a 420 nm filter and a 4 cm path length fiber optics probe; a 2 cm path length was used for BLG and Zn—insulin. After suitable warm-up, the instrument drift over this time period was as less than 0.05% (in %T), that is, introducing a relative error of less than $\leq 0.0005$%. Solutions of protein and heparin were prepared by mixing appropriate stock solutions in 1:1 v/v ratio to achieve corresponding concentrations of proteins and heparin. To test aggregation reversal, aggregated proteins were prepared by incubating at ambient conditions and the desired pH, followed by addition of 10 or 24 g/L heparin prepared at the same pH. Because the molecular stoichiometry of complexes is not yet
known, wt ratio is a good preliminary approach in our experiments, especially with excess heparin (molar basis).

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). DLS was carried out at 25 or 80 °C with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS instrument equipped with temperature control and using a 633 nm He−Ne laser for backscattering at 173°. The measurement duration was 10 s, and 11 measurements were averaged for each analysis. The distributions of the mean apparent translational diffusion coefficients ($D_T$) were determined by fitting the DLS autocorrelation functions using nonnegative constrained least-squares (NNLS). The distribution of apparent diameters $D_h$ was obtained from the distribution of mean apparent translational diffusion coefficients ($D_T$) via

$$D_h = \frac{2kT}{6\pi\eta D_T}$$

where $k$ is the Boltzmann constant and $\eta$ is the solvent viscosity which was assumed to be that of water. The protein solution was adjusted to the desired pH by NaOH and filtered into a 1 mL low volume cuvette using Whatman 0.22 μm filter. Filtration, transfer, and automated optimization steps result in a delay of 3–4 min between initial pH adjustment and the first measurement, as compared to delays of less than 20 s for turbidimetry.

Computational Methods. Electrostatic modeling was used to visualize the electrostatic potential around the protein as a function of pH and ionic strength. DelPhi V. 4.1.1 was used to calculate the electrostatic potential around the protein by solution of the nonlinear Poisson−Boltzmann equation. Pdb 3V03 (monomeric BSA), 1BEB (dimeric BLG), and 1AI0 (hexameric Zn−insulin) were obtained from the RCSB Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org). Amino acid charges were generated using the spherical-smeared-charged model proposed by Tanford, utilizing the titration curve of each protein, as previously described.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Native Protein Aggregation Kinetics. Heparin may interact not only with the protein itself, but also with associative protein oligomers, clusters or particles that might form in the presence of heparin. Protein structure and solution conditions (pH, ionic strength, protein concentration) influence both the kinetics and mechanism of protein aggregation, and the magnitude and form of heparin−protein complexes. We chose conditions close to the pH and ionic strength (5.3 ± 0.2, I = 5−10 mM) of incubation prior to heparin addition. This corresponds to pH, I conditions under which each protein forms soluble complexes with heparin and also undergoes self-aggregation in the absence of heparin. Protein concentrations were adjusted to result in levels of aggregate consistent with precision of turbidimetry and DLS.

Figure 1A−C, which shows the evolution of turbidity and diameter distributions for BSA, BLG, and Zn−insulin, indicates striking differences in kinetics and aggregation mechanisms among the three proteins. For BSA, shown in Figure 1A, the time dependence of turbidity shows the absence of a plateau. The DLS results in Figure 1D are clearly bimodal and are presented as the time dependence of the apparent hydrodynamic diameter $D_h$ for fast and slow modes, respectively. The
three data points within the first 10 min correspond to formation of dimer (9 nm) from monomer (7.3 nm), in accord with the monomer–dimer equilibrium for BSA reported by Fullerton using osmometry, but this fast mode does not subsequently change with respect to diffusivity or amplitude (Figure 2). While the increase in the apparent diameters of the aggregate from 250 to 600 nm is accompanied by an increase in scattering intensity, the fast mode scattering is always dominant. Thus particle growth subsequent to the initial formation of 250 nm “clusters” within the first minute arises exclusively by their combination and does not involve consumption of monomer/dimer. Such cluster–cluster association is also evidenced by the absence of a turbidity plateau and a fractal dimension of 1.6 ± 0.2, and 2.6 ± 0.3, respectively. Derived from data of Figure 1D.

![Figure 2. Intensity weighted diameter distributions for BSA 1 g/L, pH 5.0, I = 10 mM, showing the growth of aggregates (4–90 min).](image)

Inhibition of Native State Protein Aggregation. The ability of heparin to inhibit aggregation at some chosen pH and ionic strength arises from the competition of soluble complex formation with aggregation. Three critical pH conditions define this range when complex formation is induced by addition of acid: pH_{agg}, the onset of complex formation; pH_{agg}, the pH at which self-aggregation of species seen as clusters is first observed. Inhibition by heparin is observed when pH_{agg} > pH_{agg} > pH_{agg} > pH_{agg} > pH_{agg} > pH_{agg} = pH_{agg} depends on ionic strength I and protein concentration, while pH_{agg} depends on I and heparin/protein stoichiometry r. In contrast, pH_{agg} depends only on I and can be observed “on the wrong side” of pH (here, pH_{agg} > pH) because of protein “charge patches”. When pH_{agg} > pH_{agg}, making inhibition possible, the pH range for aggregation inhibition is pH_{agg} = pH_{agg}. This can be expanded if pH_{agg} is reduced via excess heparin (an increase in the heparin/protein ratio r). This reduces the number of proteins bound n per heparin chain, so that the net charge of the complex Z_{agg} = Z_{agg} + n Z_{agg} becomes more negative. This must be compensated for by lowering the simultaneous formation of 100 nm species appear to be precursors for the formation of large aggregates. The existence of such intermediate species as precursors has been clearly noted at pH 4.2 (Figure S1, Supporting Information) in which the formation of 200–500 nm intermediates is followed by their depletion, simultaneous with the appearance of 600 nm aggregates. It is noteworthy that a small reduction in pH to 4.0 appears to suppress further aggregation of species seen as intermediate at pH 4.2. The 10x increase in turbidity for BLG during the first 40 min, relative to 3x for BSA in the same time frame, could be related to the slow mode species: their size increases during first 40 min at least 3x faster than do slow mode species of BSA. In summary, intermediate species are precursors for large aggregates for BLG, whereas for BSA the aggregates are not intermediate species, but themselves undergo diffusion-limited association. The fractal dimension obtained according to eq 2 is 1.2, significantly lower than the value of 1.8 expected for DLCA. This low value might correspond to diffusion-limited association if the distribution of proteins in the aggregate is nonuniform.

The results for Zn–insulin are shown in Figure 1C,F in which protein concentration used for turbidimetry is reduced to 0.3 g/L due to the rapidity of aggregation, but raised to 2 g/L to allow for adequate detection of the Zn–hexamer in the presence of the strong scattering from the large aggregates seen even at short time. DLS and turbidity are dramatically different from those of BSA and BLG: rapid aggregation in the first 5–10 min is followed by a plateau in both turbidity and size after about 40–50 min. The plateau also observed by DLS corresponds to aggregates much larger than those seen for BSA or BLG. The signal from the Zn–hexamer (the nonaggregated form at this pH) disappears at 50 min, which may be due in part to a shift in the distribution between hexamer and smaller multimers. The initial 200 nm aggregates formed by the relatively rapid nucleation of Zn–hexamer subsequently grow through the further addition of Zn–hexamer to these aggregates, that is, via “nucleation and growth”. Increase of the temperature to 37 °C does not appear to change the mechanism of aggregation but results in a modest increase in the apparent diameter and final turbidity (data not shown). This is consistent with other observations of Zn–insulin aggregating at pH 4–9, although aggregate size did not exceed 20 nm diameter (at I = 100 mM).

### Logarithm dependence of hydrodynamic diameter on time (minutes) for BSA, BLG, and Zn–insulin.

![Figure 3. Logarithm dependence of hydrodynamic diameter on time (minutes) for BSA, BLG, and Zn–insulin. Slopes at long time regimes are 0.6 ± 0.1, 0.8 ± 0.1, and 0.4 ± 0.04, respectively. Calculated d_f of three proteins at long time regimes are 1.6 ± 0.2, 1.2 ± 0.2, and 2.6 ± 0.3 respectively. Derived from data of Figure 1D–F.](image)
pH to make $Z_p$ more positive. This effect is seen for all three proteins in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Turbidimetric titrations (addition of HCl) of 0.6 g/L (8.8 μM) BSA (A), 0.6 g/L (33 μM) BLG (B), and 0.2 g/L (34 μM) Zn--insulin (C) with heparin/protein weight ratio ($r$) of 0 (●), 0.1 (■), and 1 (▲). The corresponding molar ratios of heparin:protein are 0, 0.49, 4.9 for BSA, 0, 0.13, 1.3 for BLG, and 0, 0.25, 2.5 for Zn--insulin hexamer. Ionic strength 10 mM, except for 5 mM for BLG. Inset of B shows effects of varying titration rate for titration of BLG and heparin ($r = 0.1$), overall titration times of 35 (■) and 12 (▲) min.

Figure 4 shows how the effect of added heparin depends on protein. Upon further reduction of pH, approaching pHc, complex formation leads to phase separation for BSA--heparin and BLG--heparin at pHc = 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. For Zn--insulin, pHc is difficult to distinguish from self-aggregation, although the causal relation between complex charge neutralization and phase separation makes pHc > pl unlikely.\(^{28}\) Inhibition of protein aggregation is observed most clearly for BSA around pH 5.5 where the regions of soluble complex formation (pHc − pHp) and self-aggregation coexist.

All pHc values in Figure 4 are on the “wrong side of pl” (net protein charge is negative), indicating that heparin binds to a positive protein charge patch.\(^{31}\) The “charge patch”, representing the spatial domain in which some sequence of the heparin chain resides in its bound state, does not correspond to the protein surface but to a region of highly positive electrostatic potential,\(^{60}\) best displayed in the DelPhi images of Figure 5.

The magnitude of pHc − pl (the ability of local binding to overcome the repulsion between heparin and globally negative protein) for the three proteins is given in Table 1. These values qualitatively reflect the strength of heparin–protein interaction, i.e. its ability to lead to the formation of soluble complexes that compete with aggregation. Thus BSA with the largest Hp–protein affinity is found to show between pH 6 and 5 the largest inhibition of aggregation by heparin, even at the lowest heparin concentration. The values of pHc in Table 1 are consistent with the heparin binding constant of BSA (1.3 × 10^4 at I = 10, pH 6.5), larger than that for BLG by a factor of 200.\(^{61}\) More qualitatively, pHc for BSA is larger than that of BLG and Zn--insulin by 0.6 and 1.3 pH units, respectively, suggesting weaker binding even though Zn--insulin is the most basic protein. This order of binding is also consistent with the size at pH 6, I = 10 mM of the proteins’ positive domains (Figure 5).

The binding affinities described above reflect the interaction between heparin and isolated free protein. Differences noted in Figure 4 may also arise from heparin binding to other species formed during aggregation. The absence of species between free BSA and aggregates >240 nm in Figure 1D indicates a slow formation step, which is inhibited in the presence of heparin by complexation of free BSA. Figure 4B and its inset show a significant increase in turbidity between pHc (which is not clearly definable in this case) and pHp, which is not seen for BSA. The much smaller affinity for heparin for BLG does not allow significant complexation with the BLG dimer. We therefore suggest that for BLG complexation can be concurrent with an early stage of the process that leads to aggregation. A similar model was also proposed by Kelly et al.,\(^{62}\) who studied the binding of heparin to the unstructured 8 kDa gesolin fragment and found binding only to 40–60 nm diameter “oligomers” formed from this fragment. In the present case, the corresponding 80–100 nm BLG species, similar to the “oligomer” reported by Kelly,\(^{62}\) forms a stable complex with heparin. Here we distinguish between oligomers and aggregates by viewing the former as isodesmic and therefore subject to equilibria among all species. While Kelly et al suggested that heparin serves as template for the progressive union of heparin-bound clusters, the absence of time-dependence for pHc > pH...
In contrast, for BLG, the terminal turbidity is too large to arise from typical heparin–dimer soluble complexes. The addition of heparin to BLG aggregates does not recover the same state that existed when identical conditions of pH, and protein and heparin concentrations were reached by titration with HCl (Figure 4B). The process of disaggregation at pH 5.2 (pH = pI) involves initial interaction of heparin with an aggregate whose net charge is near zero. Because protein charges are labile, we propose that disproportionation can allow some surface proteins to acquire a net positive charge, bind to heparin, and be rapidly removed from the surface. This would result in the accumulation of negative charge on the aggregate, thereby reaching a terminal turbidity larger than for soluble complex but smaller than the initial aggregate. For Zn–insulin, the growth of aggregates appears to be least affected by heparin. We propose that this is a reflection of the weak heparin–Zn–insulin interaction together with rapid self-aggregation of Zn–insulin at pH 5.9 (Figure 4C). Despite weak binding at pH > pI, the presence of heparin strongly increases the turbidity at pH ≈ pI. With approach to pH 5.3, the small positive domains of Zn–insulin (the most basic of the three proteins) will expand, allowing heparin to bridge the clusters formed during self-aggregation of Zn–insulin.

Reversal of Protein Aggregates by Heparin. Figure 6 shows the results of addition of concentrated heparin to aggregated protein solutions. To obtain similar levels of aggregation, the initial concentration of Zn–insulin was reduced 10X to 0.2 g/L. All proteins appear to be subject to reversal of aggregation by excess heparin. The results differ with respect to the time required to achieve aggregate dissolution (<1 min for BSA (Figure 6A) and BLG (Figure 6B), very slow for Zn–insulin (Figure 6C)). The terminal value of turbidity is comparable to the turbidity observed in the soluble complex region (Figure 4) for the case of BSA and Zn–insulin but significantly larger for BLG. This suggests that the complete dissolution of BSA occurs because the aggregates are sufficiently “open” (fractal dimension 1.6) to allow contact with heparin not only on the aggregate surface but also internally. Prior studies of the BSA–heparin complexes show corresponding diameters are less than 12 nm; therefore, the final products of dissolution are likely to be intrapolymer complexes rather than those involving more than one heparin chain.31 In contrast, for BLG, the terminal turbidity is too large to arise from typical heparin–dimer soluble complexes. The addition of heparin to BLG aggregates does not recover the same state that existed when identical conditions of pH, and protein and heparin concentrations were reached by titration with HCl (Figure 4B). The process of disaggregation at pH 5.2 (pH = pI) involves initial interaction of heparin with an aggregate whose net charge is near zero. Because protein

Table 1. Characteristic Features of pH Titrations in Figure 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>pI</th>
<th>pHc</th>
<th>pHp</th>
<th>pH_{agg}</th>
<th>pH_{agg} - pHc</th>
<th>pI - pH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zn-insulin</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>6.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>7.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>5.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>6.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLG</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>5.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>6.0 ± 0.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

> pH_{agg} (Figure 4B, inset) suggests that the increase in turbidity corresponds to an equilibrium process, that is, association of intrapolymer complexes between heparin and BLG oligomers, similar to soluble PE–protein aggregates comprising many proteins and more than one polymer chain. Upon approach to pI, the net charge of intercomplexes is reduced allowing for their open-ended association and leading to a large increase in turbidity at pH 5. BSA, in contrast, forms stable <20 nm BSA–heparin intrapolymer complexes31 (Figure 4A) favored by the abundance of BSA dimer and its high heparin affinity.31,61 For Zn–insulin, the growth of aggregates appears to be least affected by heparin. We propose that this is a reflection of the weak heparin–Zn–insulin interaction together with rapid self-aggregation of Zn–insulin at pH 5.9 (Figure 4C). Despite weak binding at pH > pI, the presence of heparin strongly increases the turbidity at pH ≈ pI. With approach to pH 5.3, the small positive domains of Zn–insulin (the most basic of the three proteins) will expand, allowing heparin to bridge the clusters formed during self-aggregation of Zn–insulin.

Reversal of Protein Aggregates by Heparin. Figure 6 shows the results of addition of concentrated heparin to aggregated protein solutions. To obtain similar levels of aggregation, the initial concentration of Zn–insulin was reduced 10X to 0.2 g/L. All proteins appear to be subject to reversal of aggregation by excess heparin. The results differ with respect to the time required to achieve aggregate dissolution (<1 min for BSA (Figure 6A) and BLG (Figure 6B), very slow for Zn–insulin (Figure 6C)). The terminal value of turbidity is comparable to the turbidity observed in the soluble complex region (Figure 4) for the case of BSA and Zn–insulin but significantly larger for BLG. This suggests that the complete dissolution of BSA occurs because the aggregates are sufficiently “open” (fractal dimension 1.6) to allow contact with heparin not only on the aggregate surface but also internally. Prior studies of the BSA–heparin complexes show corresponding diameters are less than 12 nm; therefore, the final products of dissolution are likely to be intrapolymer complexes rather than those involving more than one heparin chain.31 In contrast, for BLG, the terminal turbidity is too large to arise from typical heparin–dimer soluble complexes. The addition of heparin to BLG aggregates does not recover the same state that existed when identical conditions of pH, and protein and heparin concentrations were reached by titration with HCl (Figure 4B). The process of disaggregation at pH 5.2 (pH = pI) involves initial interaction of heparin with an aggregate whose net charge is near zero. Because protein charges are labile, we propose that disproportionation can allow some surface proteins to acquire a net positive charge, bind to heparin, and be rapidly removed from the surface. This would result in the accumulation of negative charge on the aggregate, thereby reaching a terminal turbidity larger than for soluble complex but smaller than the initial aggregate.31,64,65 This effect should be more prominent for the more negative BSA aggregates (pH – pI = 0.4). However, the more complete dissociation of aggregates of BSA versus BLG could also be explained by the stronger heparin-binding of free BSA. While the results for Zn–insulin (Figure 6C) show that heparin can reverse its aggregation, the process is very slow; nevertheless, full recovery of the low turbidity heparin–insulin intrapolymer
complex is seen. Static and dynamic light scattering studies with Zn–insulin aggregates showed high density (diffusivity scaling with MW only to the 0.24 power) but were also interpreted to suggest that density increases with aggregate size 

consistent with our observation of the highest fractal dimension for the insulin aggregate. Explanation of the slow kinetics of disaggregation rests on the presumed density of the aggregate relative to BSA or BLG (fractal dimension of 2.6 vs 1.6 or 1.2), a result of the aggregation mechanism. The relatively weak charge domains of the Zn–insulin hexamer at pH 5.5 (Figure 5) suggest that aggregation can be dominated by the same short-range forces responsible for crystallization. Thus, strong interhexamer interactions and greater cohesiveness of the Zn–insulin aggregate can explain the slow dissolution with heparin.

The results presented above can be summarized as follows: The multiple ways in which heparin can affect the aggregation of a native protein depend on (1) heparin–protein affinity, (2) the competition with protein aggregation kinetics, and (3) the compactness and charge of the resultant complex. The three proteins here differ with respect to all of these effects (Scheme 1). (1) Heparin affinity, as observed by the degree to which binding occurs above pI, is greatest for BSA and least for Zn–insulin. This can be related to protein charge anisotropy, namely the influence of a protein positive domain. (2) Competition of complexation with aggregation for Zn–insulin is diminished by two effects: (a) Complexes of heparin with BSA and BLG are soluble over a wide pH range, while complexes with Zn–insulin at pH only slightly below the midpoint of protein melting, commonly reported as $T_m = 73−77$ °C at $I < 100$ mM, was chosen for this purpose. While comparison with the pH titration results at ambient conditions would be of interest, those procedures could not be followed for technical reasons at $T ≈ T_m$. Therefore, aggregation of BLG at 80 °C in the presence and absence of heparin was followed by DLS, under the same conditions of protein concentration and ionic strength used at ambient temperature. The selection of pH = 5.5 was based on observations of initial complex formation, onset of self-aggregation (Figure 4B), and proximity to the pH for aggregate reversal (Figure 6B).

The suppression of BLG aggregation at 80 °C by heparin seen in Figure 7 is evidence of the interaction of heparin with some precursor or intermediate in the aggregation process. Although there are minor discrepancies in the mechanisms of thermal BLG aggregation proposed in the literature, there is wide agreement about the initial steps in thermal aggregation, that is, that BLG loses on the order of 90% of its native structure within 12 to 15 min at $T > T_m$. Although the nature of ultimate or intermediate species may be sensitive to conditions, it is apparent that the aggregation of denatured protein is initiated by the rate-determining dissociation of dimer to monomer, the species considered most suscep-
tible to rapid and irreversible unfolding above $T_{\text{on}}$. Conversion of dimer to monomer, in principle an equilibrium, is kinetically controlled by the slow conversion of unfolded monomer to aggregate. Here, all three processes, dissociation of dimer, unfolding of monomer, and aggregation of monomer, may in principle be influenced by the stabilizing effect of complexation with heparin, in a manner similar to the increase in $T_{\text{on}}$ for BLG upon complexation with dextran sulfate or $\lambda$-carrageenan.\textsuperscript{73}

Results for heparin-free BLG in Figure 7A reveal large (100–200 nm) aggregates present during the first hour, similar in apparent diameter $D_h$ to those observed under native conditions (Figure 1E) and, therefore, possibly identical to native state aggregates (of dimers) present before heating. The slow mode diminishes in intensity and disappears in an hour, while the fast mode shows a steady increase in $D_h$ prior to reaching a plateau. Figure 7B and its inset show that the absolute amplitude of the slow mode is decreasing during the first hour, while the total intensity is increasing. The former corresponds to dissociation of the native state aggregates to free monomers, while the latter must be due to their unfolding and aggregation with an increase in $D_h$ by a factor of 8 (fast mode in 7A). After 1 h, the species arising from the unfolding and aggregation of free monomers grow from 50 to 130 nm, with a decreasing rate of growth possibly due to charge accumulation.\textsuperscript{64,65} The presence of heparin results in three marked changes: (1) Most obvious is the dramatic reduction in total scattering intensity in Figure 7B, related to the 3-fold decrease in $D_h$ beyond 5 h in Figure 7A. (2) The stable soluble heparin–BLG complex ($D_h = 100$ nm) diminishes in intensity (not shown) during the first 5 h, beyond which time slow and fast modes are no longer resolvable, as demonstrated by Figure S2, Supporting Information. (3) After 5 h, we observe in the presence of heparin, species that terminate at $D_h = 50$ nm instead of ongoing aggregation of unfolded free monomers, an extension of the oligomerization during the first hour.

Because the positive domain of native BLG is most likely responsible for binding of heparin at pH $> pI$, the disruption of this domain upon unfolding or conversion to monomer should weaken the binding. The stronger binding of heparin to dimer shifts the monomer–dimer equilibrium and the concomitant reduction in monomer concentration impedes all further modes of aggregation. This fails to explain the increase in particle diameter up to 40 nm (terminating after 5 h) which must be accounted for by some form of association. This might involve the association of unfolded BLG to form $D_h < 40$ nm oligomers, which then are bound by heparin; these complexes do not undergo further aggregation as indicated in Scheme 2a. Alternatively, heparin initially (at the point of heating) binds native BLG, which is predominantly dimer with some aggregate with less than 2 min of incubation; the heparin–dimer complex is also favored by the positive domain unique to the native dimer (Figure 5). This heparin-bound BLG dimer unfolds in the complexed state, and these intrapolymer complexes are then subject to association through intercomplex interactions of exposed hydrophobic BLG regions (Scheme 2b). While the native dimer may bind heparin with greater affinity, anionic polyelectrolytes can bind also unfolded proteins even at pH $> pI$.\textsuperscript{50} The principal difference between these two sequences of binding/unfolding events is coulomb blocking\textsuperscript{64,65} (in the second scenario) of the association of negatively charged heparin–oligomer or heparin–aggregate species, limiting their size to $D_h = 40$ nm. These species cannot be formed by simply adding heparin to the 120 nm BLG aggregates. Such denatured aggregates may lack the necessary flexibility and presentation of positive charge (possibly characteristic of smaller oligomers) to allow for heparin binding to occur at any time scale and thus are irreversible.

### CONCLUSIONS

The multiple ways that heparin influences native protein aggregation depends on three factors: (1) protein–heparin binding affinity, which is a function of pH and ionic strength, and protein charge anisotropy; (2) the nature of the heparin–protein complexes so formed; and (3) the stage of the aggregation process that is directly affected by complex formation. All three of these factors influence the competition between equilibrium complex formation and kinetic aggregation. While the formation of soluble complexes can inhibit or suppress protein aggregation at certain conditions of pH, ionic strength, and stoichiometry for all the protein studied, differences in protein structure and aggregation mechanisms lead to different heparin effects. The dramatically different aggregation mechanism for a thermally unfolded protein requires a more complex interpretation of the observed heparin suppression. In this case, aggregation could not be reversed by heparin, in contrast to more “open” or loosely structured aggregates that could be dissociated to various extents.

### ASSOCIATED CONTENT

**Supporting Information**

DLS results on native BLG aggregation at pH 4.0 and 4.2. DLS correlation functions of Zn–insulin at 9 and 65 min and denaturing BLG aggregation at 200 and 330 min. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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